
Fire instructions!  
In the kitchen:  

You got wood in the cabinet. Open the top cover and put in newsprint, ignition material (in the can in 
the green cabinet in the hall) and narrower wood sticks, in that order. Fire up the paper and close the 
door. If the system is cold, sometimes you need to have the lower door open for a little while after 
lightening up.  

The little fan needs to be placed to the left on the stove. Otherwise it´ll get to hot for it. When 
yourn´t cooking, close the air damper above the stove to save energy.  

The air channel are fully open – keep it that way please!  

In the livingroom:  

Below the stove is a pliers, use it to open and close the gaps. Fold newsprint with spark plugs in and 
build a log house of firewood around the paper, use small sticks in the bottom layers. Two sticks and 
above that, two sticks in the other direction and so on. Turn on fire and almost close the doors. 
About ten minutes later, when the fire is stabile, close the doors properly using the pliers. It is 
sometimes a little tricky to open without getting smoke in the room. Wait until only glew in the 
stove, not to cold though! Then open and put in more wood, get it done quickly, so that the wood 
don’t have time to start burning. Close instantly.  

The air channel are fully open – keep it that way please!  

In the sauna:  

Open the door and load newspaper, ignite material (from the house) and woods. Always use narrow 
wood sticks when starting the fire.  

Pull out the ashtray when you light up, it acts as a ”airdoor”. Close the door and steer the ashtray as 
soon as it starts to burn.  

There is air intake to the left of the fireplace. Keep that open when starting up, don´t cover it. There 
is also a air outlet behind the bench. Close that to keep the warmth. 

 

Remember!  

Never leave combustible material near the fireplaces. Be careful not to burn yourself. And if you 
unsure, or does not get it to work - call and we´ll help!  

You find more wood outside, in the middle storage.  If you run out of wood, just let us know.  

That´s the main rule. If you want something, or does not understand, just let us know =)  

Best regards Lillemor 

 


